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As it was written in the application, the main goal of the project was to determine an experimental 

electron density of a molecular crystal under pressure and analyze changes of quantitative electron 

density distributions under increasing pressure. 

Thorough investigation of electron density distribution and subtle changes introduced in it by 

external factors requires high-quality, high completeness diffraction data collected to high resolution. 

As the Diamond anvil Cell (DAC) chamber severely limits the amount of data that can be collected 

from a single crystal, such studies are effectively limited to very high-symmetry systems, unless a 

procedure of measurement is improved. 

We have chosen urotropine (hexamethylenetetramine) as a model crystal which will be 

investigated in this way. It crystallizes in cubic crystal system and contains no heavy atoms. Several 

monocrystals of urotropine was investigated in pressure range up to 3 GPa. However, the quality of 

collected data have allowed us to obtain final refined structure of urotropine characterized by relatively 

high refinement quality indicators R1 c.a. 8.5%. Additionally, maximum obtained resolution (with 

completeness close to 100%)  was 0.54 Å, whereas for electron density distribution calculations we 

need resolution in range from 0.4 to 0.5 Å.  

That is why we have decided to improve procedure and check, whether reliable X-ray 

diffraction data of increased completeness can be obtained by placing several crystals of low-symmetry 

compounds in the same DAC, but in different orientations. Such placement should ensure, that the 

crystals experience similar pressure, while tight and bright X-ray beam from synchrotron source should 

enable collecting data separately from each crystal specimen. It should be possible then to combine 

data obtained from each specimen and so increase the total completeness of the data. 

The test was performed on a metalorganic gold(I) complex, which under standard conditions 

crystallizes in P-1 group in triclinic system, i.e. presents the least favorable symmetry for high-pressure 

experiments. Several crystalline fragments of this compound, cut from a single large block, were 

placed in a DAC in random orientations, and then the pressure was increased to ~1.5GPa. Data were 

collected up to 0.6 Å resolution for three largest specimens, yielding very good quality data (Rint < 

5%) with average completeness not exceeding 25% for individual specimen (~60% for standard 0.8 Å 

resolution). 

A new crystalline phase was observed at this pressure. The quality of the data was confirmed 

by the ability of structure solving on each individual set (R1 statistics < 6%, no need to apply 

complicated restraints). The datasets were then merged, yielding Rint of 6% and an increased total 

completeness of ~50% (>90% for standard 0.8 Å resolution). The differences in cell parameters 

between the specimens were rather small, suggesting, that the specimens experienced similar pressures. 

The final structure produced a very acceptable R1=6.5% and interpretable electron density distribution 

around Au atoms. Quantitative analysis could not be performed, as the mode of data collection at ESRF 

makes it difficult to apply proper absorption correction. The report on the discovery of a new 

crystalline phase as a result of the experiment will be submitted for publication within this year. 

 


